
INTRODUCTION: what are customers – many of them 

in banking and insurance – focused on in 2019?

 The mainframe’s longevity is no longer in question, but its role going forward 
may be very different.

 The big question today is how the role of the mainframe is being impacted by 
evolving IT infrastructures and corporate demands on IT teams. What’s Trending 
in the market: The Rise of Mainframe Data and Data Movement Technologies

 Increasingly, they are recognizing the tremendous opportunity mainframe data 
can play as a data source for business analytics. Organizations are powering 
Big Data initiatives with this key customer and transaction data. It’s all about 
connecting Big Iron to Big Data.

 There is industry consensus, supported by numerous surveys and statistics, that 
the mainframe will continue to play a major role in enterprise infrastructure 
strategies – particularly in large corporations.(EXAMPLE: BANKING AREA).



Ranking of European Banks by Assets



Banco de Santander(Produban):

 It was decided to do a splitting, z / Parser installation was installed on one 

server and EPV z / OS and EPV for DB2 were installed on another server it 

goes great, the parser works fast like a shot, much faster than before, also 

EPV for z / OS works correctly.

 As we know, EPV for DB2 due to the volume of data, it does not work 

correctly. They will be installing on Impala before the end 2019.

 They will make massive use of the EPV part for DB2 and we can do that 

presentation to other countries once it is launched.

 The goal here is to consolidate the proper functioning and use by users of 

Produban and start making cash.



BBVA: outsourcing IBM

 BBVA signed an outsourcing contract with IBM, they created a new 

Company owned 51% by IBM, with some BBVA people, while others 

remained BBVA ( as with UNICREDIT ).

 They signed for a 5 years contract that contains a huge MIPS reduction in 

steps. The whole problem seems to be on the IBM Company, because 

whether they reduce or not, the cost is already fixed. They said to treat IBM 

as AMAZON, or GOOGLE, as a Company that provide a service which they 

pay.

 They also said that IBM presented them the new TDS which they are going 

to install soon. In the presentation they said that the new TDS can extract 

data from LOGSTREAM at regular intervals, doing many small loads 

throughout the day. Maybe, this is not sure, it can even do the load using 

zIIP engines…. 



In Spain it will continue the consolidation of 

banks: Next new mergers sponsored by the 

European Central Bank.



Number of credit institutions by 

countries



BCE: Bank of Spain

 Banco de España:

 They bought Splunk, and they are doing a huge project with SplunK

people, BMC people and Bank people. They take some data out of the 

various MANVIEW products and send it to SplunK where they build an 

historical vision.

 Our contact believes this is not a great approach, it costs a lot and they 

have to develop everything, but it is already paid, and he believes at the 

end it will be claimed a success, given the amount of the effort and the 

people involved. He said that Bank of France and Bundesbank ( with a 

product called QRADAR) have a similar project ongoing.



Outsourcing accounts with IBM

 Accounts with a strong relationship with IBM:

 BBVA

 Bankia / Wedo IT

 Mapfre/ Mapfre Tech (assurance)

 La Caixa/IT Now

 Kutxabank

 El Corte Inglés (retail sale)

 Sabadell



Strong agreements with IBM



EPV PLUS ULTRA (beyond EPV)

 Customers talk about these players: mainly BIG Data, BIG DATA,BIG 

DATA!!!!

 How to interact with them, with these concepts and 

solutions?

SPLUNK

IDAA NETEZZA

SPARK
HADOOP

EPV

QRADAR



Accounts supporting IDAA

 La Caixa

 Banco de España (IDAA+Netezza)

 Bankia        

 Kutxabank

 Mutua Madrileña                

 Renfe      

 Santander                        

 Telefónica (IDAA+Netezza)

 BBVA (IDAA+Netezza)



EPV working about Big Data

 EPV is also investing in tools that can help them access and integrate 

mainframe data into emerging Big Data platforms like Hadoop and Splunk.

 In addition, many companies are focused on populating Hadoop data 

lakes with enterprise-wide data for analytics and they want to include 

mainframe data in the mix.

 More organizations are looking to exploit this information using analytics 

tools to provide enhanced visibility beyond what can be gained from 

traditional on-platform tools. Emerging analytics platforms such as Splunk 
provide the flexibility to allow data to be used for real-time, visual 

“dashboard” insights, as opposed to the static nature of display capabilities 

of existing mainframe tools



AFTER EVERYTHING ABOVE…..

A harsh reality check!!!

“The contradiction(paradox) 

of the mainframe”: Most 

corporations are still in the way 

to remove the mainframe(at 

least Spain)


